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ABSTRACT

Background Despite the investment in exploring patient-centred alternatives to medical malpractice in New Zealand (NZ), the UK and the USA, patients’ experiences with these processes are not well understood. We sought to explore factors that facilitate and impede reconciliation following patient safety incidents and identify recommendations for strengthening institution-led alternatives to malpractice litigation.

Methods We conducted semistructured interviews with 62 patients injured by healthcare in NZ, administrators of 12 public hospitals, 5 lawyers specialising in Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) claims and 3 ACC staff. NZ was chosen as the research site because it has replaced medical malpractice litigation with a no-fault scheme. Thematic analysis was used to identify key themes from interview transcripts.

Results Interview responses converged on five elements of the reconciliation process that were important: (1) ask, rather than assume, what patients and families need from the process and recognise that, for many patients, being heard is important and should occur early in the reconciliation process; (2) support timely, sincere, culturally appropriate and meaningful apologies, avoiding forced or tokenistic quasi-apologies; (3) choose words that promote reconciliation; (4) include the people who patients want involved in the reconciliation discussion, including practitioners involved in the harm event; and (5) engage the support of lawyers and patient relations staff as appropriate.

Discussion Policymakers and healthcare institutions are keenly interested in non-litigation approaches to resolving malpractice incidents. Interviewing participants involved in patient safety incident reconciliation processes suggests that healthcare institutions should not view apology as a substitute for other remedial actions; use flexible guidelines that distil best-practice principles, ensuring that steps are not missed, while not prescribing a ‘one size fits all’ communication approach.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, litigation has provided the primary venue through which the stories behind patient safety incidents are aired. The shortcomings of this approach have led healthcare institutions to develop alternatives, such as communication-and-resolution-programmes (CRPs), to meet patients’ needs.1 Yet little is known about the range of patients’ needs following patient safety incidents, and thus about how well healthcare institutions meet them.2–4 Researchers have noted the challenges of undertaking work in this field. One group identified providers’ ‘reluctance to reveal the details of incidents and disclosures’ and the ‘protracted and confidential nature of incident investigations, complaints processes, and litigation proceedings’ as barriers.5 Another challenge is gaining access to injured patients and family members, who institutions worry may be provoked to sue if researchers ask about their experiences.

Existing literature about injured patients’ needs establishes some fundamentals: patients and families5 value efforts to prevent recurrences3–6 and disclosure communications that are honest, transparent, efficient and compassionate.3,7–9 Their accounts reveal that patient safety incidents often involve immense emotional, physical and financial impacts,10 which can be exacerbated by poor responses from providers.11,12 Yet many questions remain, particularly when one attempts to apply these
findings to the context of hospital-based reconciliation programmes such as CRPs. Existing findings lack the granularity necessary to identify specific improvements to reconciliation processes that would better meet patients’ needs. Given the paucity of information, it is perhaps unsurprising that providers’ responses to patient safety incidents often fail to meet patients’ expectations.\textsuperscript{1} \textsuperscript{13} Studies have found a gap between patients’ and providers’ perspectives on disclosures,\textsuperscript{13} \textsuperscript{14} and identified barriers to effective disclosure, including clinicians’ liability concerns.\textsuperscript{12} \textsuperscript{13} \textsuperscript{15}

The knowledge gap complicates health systems’ efforts to improve institutional responses to patient safety incidents. Most disclosure policies adopted by governments, professional organisations and healthcare organisations suggest that providers offer an explanation of the incident, an apology, and a commitment to preventing recurrences.\textsuperscript{16} \textsuperscript{22} Guidance as to how to deliver these elements is in short supply, however, with some consensus documents stating that they do ‘not attempt to prescribe…practices’.\textsuperscript{19} Beyond disclosure policies, efforts to implement CRPs are hampered by the absence of empirical information about how effective they are in meeting patients’ needs.\textsuperscript{23} \textsuperscript{25}

To identify factors that facilitate and impede reconciliation and recommendations for strengthening institution-led alternatives to litigation, we explored the experiences of injured patients and other stakeholders in New Zealand (NZ) using key informant interviews. NZ was chosen as the research site because it replaced malpractice litigation with the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC), an administrative, no-fault compensation system. Our assumption was that NZ’s medicolegal environment would be conducive to robust reconciliation processes, with lessons for more adversarial settings such as the USA and UK.

We define ‘reconciliation’ as engaging with patients and families about an unexpected care outcome and offering remediation. The goals of reconciliation are to acknowledge and, where possible, redress emotional, physical and financial harm; express an ethic of continuing care for the patient; and re-establish trusting relationships. We use ‘reconciliation’, rather than the more common ‘resolution’, to signal that the process goes beyond legal settlement and may not result in the incident being completely ‘resolved’ from the patient’s perspective. In discussing medical injuries, we use the WHO’s preferred phrase, ‘patient safety incident’,\textsuperscript{4} \textsuperscript{26} unless we are discussing the NZ context, in which case we refer to ‘treatment injury’ because that is NZ’s statutory language.

Our project was undertaken at a time when policymakers and healthcare institutions in many countries are keenly interested in the effectiveness of non-litigation approaches to resolving malpractice incidents. In 2016, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality released a toolkit to support nationwide implementation of the communication-and-resolution approach.\textsuperscript{27} Our findings point to specific practices that should be pursued in these programmes and in reconciliation processes in hospitals globally.

**METHODS**

**Setting**

In NZ, an island nation of 4.6 million, the government provides and finances healthcare services.\textsuperscript{28} Functioning alongside NZ’s healthcare system is the ACC, a government-operated, tax-funded entity which is accountable to a parliamentary minister. The ACC scheme, which came into effect in 1974,\textsuperscript{29} extinguished New Zealanders’ right to bring civil claims for personal injury damages. Instead, injured persons can apply to ACC for compensation and rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{30} \textsuperscript{32}

**Recruitment of participants**

Because injured patients are a difficult population to reach,\textsuperscript{2} two approaches were used to recruit patients. First, we invited participation from members of Acclaim Otago, a national support group for injured people that is open to all ACC claimants.\textsuperscript{33} Study information was emailed to members who had filed treatment injury claims. Second, we used snowball sampling.\textsuperscript{34} \textsuperscript{35} Individuals were eligible for inclusion if they (1) were English-speaking patients or family members of patients who had experienced treatment injury, (2) had experienced a disclosure programme in a healthcare institution and (3) had made a claim to ACC. Forty-four participants were recruited through Acclaim and 18 were recruited using snowball sampling.

Hospital administrators were recruited by sending invitation letters to NZ’s 20 public hospitals, known as District Health Boards (DHBs). We selected DHBs because (1) public hospitals comprise the majority of hospitals in NZ; (2) DHBs are among the provider groups involved in the greatest proportion of ACC claims and; (3) DHBs operate disclosure programmes. Within each DHB we invited senior managers whose role involved working with ACC and Chief Medical Officers to participate.

We recruited ACC staff by sending a recruitment letter to a senior individual from the Treatment Injury Center (TIC) at the ACC, the office that makes decisions on claims involving treatment injuries and collects data from these claims. He recommended that we also interview two of his colleagues. We included ACC staff in our sample because they have handled large numbers of treatment injury cases, interacting directly with claimants. Their insights shed further light on what patients tend to need after patient safety incidents and what tends to be helpful in fostering reconciliation.

We emailed recruitment letters to eight of NZ’s practicing plaintiff lawyers who specialise in ACC.
claims. The recruitment packet included information about the project and researchers.

Interview methods
Interviews were semistructured and used an interview guide informed by our literature review. Interview questions for patients explored their experiences of treatment injuries and the institution’s and ACC’s response, factors that facilitated reconciliation, and suggestions for improving responses to treatment injuries. Questions for hospital administrators addressed hospitals’ relationships with patients following treatment injuries, their experiences of incident response and treatment injury claims processes, and suggestions for improvement. Questions for ACC staff and lawyers covered their experiences with treatment injury claims, lawyers’ and health providers’ roles during claims, and reform options.

One investigator (JM) conducted the interviews between March and July 2015. Interviews with DHBs, lawyers and ACC TIC lasted 60–90 min. Interviews with injured patients or family members lasted 60–180 min, at the participant’s discretion. Twenty-two participants chose telephone interviews and 60 chose face-to-face interviews, which were conducted at the participant’s home or workplace. Each person was interviewed alone, except in two cases, where the patients opted to be interviewed with their wives. Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Data analysis
Data were managed using NVivo V11 software. Our thematic analysis of the interview data was undertaken by JM using a progressive process of classifying, comparing and refining text to create categories or themes. To ensure reliability, MM crosschecked the categories. Discrepancies were discussed and an agreeable interpretation was reached. Patterns of commonality and cases that ‘didn’t fit’ were noted. For patients and family members, the interviews and the analysis were guided by the categories until data saturation was reached. For some questions, response frequencies were also recorded.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
The 82 participants consisted of 56 patients and 6 family members, 3 ACC staff, 12 DHB administrators and 5 lawyers (table 1). The six family member participants were parents of injured children. Of the 103 treatment injury Acclaim members invited to participate, 62 agreed. Of the 20 DHBs invited to participate, 12 agreed. Of eight lawyers invited to participate, five agreed.

Table 2 describes the clinical areas in which the participants’ treatment injuries occurred and table 3 the ACC’s classifications of the severity of the participants’ injuries. Nineteen per cent of patients experienced what would have been classified as ‘medical error’ (negligence) under the pre-2005 ACC legislation.

Interview themes
Interviews revealed several important elements of the reconciliation process.

Ask
Almost all patients and lawyers commented that healthcare providers should elicit the patient’s needs by asking, then listening carefully. As a lawyer explained, there ‘has to be a window of vulnerability on the part of the hospital and doctor, where they relinquish control, and ask the patient which remedy they want’ (participant 4, lawyer). All patients who
patients reported that they felt heard; 73% said they did not. One patient commented (participant, 46, patient):

“It’s absolutely, fundamentally, about being heard and being able to look the health professionals in their eyes, tell your story, and for them to look you in the eyes, and actually register.

Patients who felt unheard complained that their provider ‘constantly interrupted’ (participant, 2, patient). Several reported frustration that instead of listening to their narrative during meetings, providers focused on the information in the medical record and information they ‘deemed clinically relevant’ (participant, 29, patient). In contrast, positive experiences were reported when efforts were made to listen to what patients had to say. An ACC manager stated (participant 22, ACC staff):

Patients who have suffered treatment injury do want to know that we have listened to their experiences... The idea that apology is all that matters, I don’t think that is true for all patients...It takes a lot of time to listen properly, but you’ll save a lot of time if you do that early on.

Participants emphasised that it is important to listen because for some, reconciliation can only be achieved if they feel the provider understands and validates their individual experience of loss. An interviewee from ACC noted that the claims process doesn’t provide for claimants’ ‘emotional needs’, leaving them feeling that they have not been heard or ‘given an opportunity to tell their story about the loss that they think has occurred and what that has meant to them’ (participant 25, ACC staff).

Lawyers observed that when patients do not feel they have been heard (participant 19, lawyer):

It intensifies the client’s grievances... ...I often hear clients say, ‘This is the first time someone has listened to me’... When the ‘being heard’ element is missing, the compensation [ACC] and accountability [HDC, Health Practitioners’ Disciplinary Tribunal] arms are often not enough for many patients.

Another noted, “When they didn’t get the acknowledgement, admission, and being heard, my clients would go on a crusade” (participant 10, lawyer).

In contrast, the following patient’s experience illustrates how listening can ease the path towards reconciliation (participant 35, patient):

What was really important was being able to tell them about what I had lost because of the injury... The treatment injury just destroys everything. My husband is afraid to touch me now in case he hurts me.... It’s not just the big things, but the little everyday things like cleaning your house... I got to tell [the hospital staff] about that and they listened to it all and didn’t say that these things were little. It was that, not the compensation, that made me feel healed. It restored my trust in my doctor.

---

**Table 2** Clinical areas in which participants’ injuries occurred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical area</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthopaedics</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics and gynaecology</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General surgery</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosurgery</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular surgery</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaesthesiology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon and rectal surgery</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) treatment injury report severity classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC severity classification</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel injury</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(event resulted in death or major permanent loss of function)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious injury</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(potential to result in death or major permanent loss of function)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major injury</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(event which results in short-term to medium-term lessening of bodily function)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor injury</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(event which results in minimal lessening of bodily function)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reported positive feelings about the disclosure meetings stated that the healthcare providers ‘asked [them] what they could do to help’, instead of ‘telling me what they thought I needed’ (participant 14, patient).

A key reason that patients appreciated providers asking was because some patients’ needs do not fit neatly into the expected categories of apology, compensation and learning. For example, after the preventable death of their baby, a couple wanted a dedication with their baby’s name placed on the wall in the hospital. They stated, “we don’t want our baby forgotten” and “we want our baby’s life to have meaning. The plaque will serve as a reminder to staff to never let other parents endure the same horror” (participant 60, patient).

All patients reported that it is extremely helpful for the provider’s response to be tailored to the needs and losses that patients have just expressed. Patients did not appreciate providers who ‘repeated the script, even if it’s not relevant to what [the patient] said’ (participant 37, patient).

**Being heard**

There was widespread agreement among participants (73/82) that careful listening was difficult for providers and did not happen frequently. Only 17/62 (27%)...
Apology

Patients offered six insights about apology. First, while patients often appreciated apologies from staff who were not involved in the incident, patients (59/62) were particularly glad to receive face-to-face apologies from the practitioner(s) involved in the incident (participant 51, patient):

There were lots of silences. But they were helpful spaces where I was given time to process what was said… I could see in [the doctor’s] eyes that he was genuinely remorseful about the loss of my baby…that he really meant it when he apologized. I went into the meeting devastated. I came out feeling like I could move on. …[W]e actually eventually had another child and she was delivered at the same hospital.

Expressions of remorse from those uninvolved in the patient’s care were deemed inauthentic. According to a patient (participant 6, patient):

What I didn’t appreciate, though, was when the manager kept taking over. …The whole conversation came across as fake then. I wanted to hear what the doctor had to say, in his own words.

Second, when asked how, if at all, the timing of disclosure was relevant, all patients reported that apologies delivered months or years after the incident were not valued. One remarked, “An apology this late in the game means nothing. I actually didn’t want one at this stage” (participant 5, patient). Yet, some patients (21/62) reported that apologies are better received when the patient has had time to process the loss. For example, a mother reported (participant 60, patient):

The meeting was about 4 weeks after my baby passed. … [That timing] worked for me. It was all too much to process in the beginning … Information overload during grief.

Third, all patients reported that ‘I’m sorry’ may ring hollow when not accompanied by acknowledgement of the harm caused and how it has affected the patient’s life, and an acceptance of responsibility. Apologies that were perceived as an item ‘to put in a box and tick off’ (participant 44, patient) were not valued. One patient commented that she “appreciated the apology from the surgeon because it wasn’t just the simple ‘I’m sorry’. He actually said he was sorry for the heart-wrenching ordeal I’d been through. I felt like he recognized how bad it had been for me” (participant 54, patient). For a number of patients (14/62), it was important that the practitioner asked for forgiveness: ‘The apology would have worked if the doctor said, “…Will you ever be able to forgive me for what I’ve done?” (participant 58, patient).

Fourth, for most patients (52/62), apology is not a substitute for other forms of remediation, such as compensation. This sentiment seemed especially strong among seriously injured patients—for instance, one remarked that she ‘lost my house because of his incompetent, botched surgery and had to move to a different city. An apology can’t fix that’ (participant 44, patient).

Nearly all patients (59/62) underscored the importance of institutions making efforts to prevent recurrences. For instance, patients made comments such as ‘an apology is worthless unless the hospital says exactly what they will do so that no one else goes through my horrendous experience’ (participant 1, patient). Six of the 62 patients said that other forms of remediation were more important than apology. According to one, ‘apologies are feel-good fluff’ that ‘don’t do any good to change the system’ (participant 9, patient). Patients felt aggrieved if they had to follow-up about patient safety efforts: ‘It’s not right that I should have to ask them what’s happening to fix it. … They should make it right and come to me to tell me what the results are’ (participant 23, patient).

Patients and lawyers reported that it is helpful when institutions spend time ascertaining from patients and families whether an apology is sufficient or whether they are seeking other forms of redress. One patient explained: “I loved that [the hospital] asked me ‘How can we address this for you?’”. (participant 37, patient). A lawyer also commented on the importance of ‘open-ended offers’, advising that providers ask (participant 8, lawyer),

‘What is your grievance? What can we do to remedy it? What do you want?’ Let the patient say what the remedy is. But don’t dictate it to them. Don’t say ‘I’m sorry’, assuming that’s what they want and then think that’s it and you can all move on. I can say I have seen many clients grossly offended by that.

Compensation was frequently mentioned as an important complement to apology. One lawyer recounted (participant 11, lawyer):

At the [mediation] the [hospital] said, ‘We’re sorry it happened. We’ll give you counseling’. My client didn’t want that. She said, ‘No, I can’t work. I can’t pay the bills. I need some financial assistance to survive’.

Many of the indigenous New Zealander and Pacific Islander patients (13/17) articulated that for them, a ‘culturally appropriate apology’ included a money offer as a symbolic gesture (participant 18, patient):

The offender should offer money, but less as compensation, more as remorse. It’s about restoring relationships.

Fifth, all participants noted that poorly executed apologies can do more harm than good. For example, one patient decided never to return to the hospital because he was so angered by the ‘crap apology’ in which he recalled the hospital stating, ‘We’re sorry you felt our care was disappointing’ (participant 62,
patient). Other patients perceived that the apologies they received were coerced and therefore inauthentic (participant 52, patient):

In that letter, [the physician] apologized, but it was crocodile tears. ...She was only apologizing then because she was being investigated.

Similarly, the lawyers described the problem of coerced apologies (participant 10, lawyer):

[The doctor] says ‘sorry’ at the appropriate, pre-determined time, but only when jabbed by his boss, or the HDC. My experience is that clients do not appreciate those types of ‘apologies’.

Finally, even though they are no panacea, apologies ordinarily should be offered, after the provider has listened carefully and elicited the individual patient’s emotional needs.

Terminology and the need to choose words carefully

Many patients or family members (47/62), lawyers (5/5), hospital administrators (5/12) and ACC staff (3/3) spontaneously emphasised that providers’ use of appropriate terminology could facilitate reconciliation, while poorly chosen words could undermine it. The most frequent and passionate comment from patients was that providers should not refer to the ‘resolution’ of the treatment injury because these events are never resolved from patients’ perspective (participant 52, patient). Instead, patients preferred to say that they can achieve the ‘ability to move on’ if providers respond appropriately (participant 60, patient):

Well, I suppose from their [the hospital’s] perspective, it’s ‘resolved’ because our discussions have ended, and our ACC claim was accepted. But it’s not ‘resolved’ for us. Our baby is no longer with us and nothing will bring him back.

All patients also commented that clinicians should take care with their descriptions of injuries because patients’ perceptions of the severity of the injury may differ from theirs. For example, one patient explained (participant 30, patient):

After the operation, [the nurse] said, almost flippantly, ‘Oh well, at least your eyes aren’t damaged, it’s only your ears. Less harm done’. I am a musician. My ears are important!

Right people in the room

The primary insight offered by participants about the importance of involving the treating clinician/s in the process was that only the ‘wrongdoer’ can heal the emotional harm and restore the patient-practitioner relationship. As one patient explained: “I wanted mediation with the doctor who was responsible…I still can’t get closure because I haven’t yet spoken to that doctor” (participant 36, patient). All patients emphasised that the direct involvement of the treating provider was crucial to their emotional healing. For example, one patient explained (participant 31, patient):

There are four walls to your overall health—physical health, mental health, family, and relationships...If you only have one or two walls, the house will collapse...So, if a doctor hurts you, even if she didn’t mean to, then the relationship wall has to be healed, just as much as her trying to physically heal you.

The lawyers indicated that in their experience, the patients who felt the treating practitioner/s failed to engage with them are the most likely to escalate their cases to appeal. Seven of the nine patients who were not given the opportunity to talk to the treating clinician(s) reported feeling aggrieved.

The role of lawyers and support persons

In NZ, patients can file claims free of charge through a healthcare provider, who need not be the clinician involved in the treatment injury. DHB administrators reported that they do not routinely involve their own lawyers in treatment injuries, although they often seek legal counsel if the case is complex.

Patients who sought assistance from lawyers valued their compassion and ability to facilitate space for them to be heard. One lawyer remarked, “A lot of what patients tell me, during what I call the ‘crying chair sessions’, is not legally material. But it is extremely material to the patient” (participant 19, lawyer). Four patients described their lawyers as ‘angels’ (participants 60, 62, 52, 44).

Because the lawyers were so helpful, patients appreciated practitioners or institutions who notified them that they could seek assistance from an advocate or lawyer. As one patient remarked, “I regret not getting a lawyer sooner...It was really helpful that the hospital said I could have help from a lawyer, because I hadn’t thought of that and he really helped to explain stuff to me” (participant 44, patient).

All patients reported that they appreciated having a support person—whether a lawyer, family member or advocate—present during the initial disclosure discussion with the clinician. Many reported feeling too vulnerable and sick to process the information that the clinician offered.

DISCUSSION

Our findings generally accord with points that have been suggested in normative work on disclosure in the USA and in prominent disclosure guidelines.19 40–42 They confirm the salience of elements in reconciliation (explanation, apology, compensation and learning) outlined in previous empirical research, but highlight the importance of an additional element—being heard. They suggest several areas in which US disclosure policies and CRP practices could evolve to better serve patients’ needs (table 4).
Table 4  Recommendations for reconciliation conversations emerging from key informant interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eliciting patients’ and family members’ needs</td>
<td>• Explicitly ask what patients’/families’ needs are. Do not make assumptions—even that apology is desired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise that although most patients want an explanation, apology, compensation and learning, for many patients, simply being heard is most important and must occur early in the disclosure process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting reconciliation conversations with emotional intelligence</td>
<td>• Time the conversation(s) appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Although early contact (within 48 hours of the incident) is important, some patients need time to process the incident, necessitating multiple conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The onus is on institutions to follow-up with patients/families who need time to process the incident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In arranging follow-up communications, elicit what timing works best for patients/families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offer apologies in a manner that maximises their effectiveness in promoting reconciliation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offered in person by the clinician(s) involved in the incident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offered after the provider has listened carefully to the patient and elicited his/her needs. This may involve not including an apology or offering a culturally appropriate apology or an apology which seeks forgiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Timed according to the patient’s needs, but generally not postponed until late in the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Includes more than ‘I’m sorry’; explicitly acknowledges the harm and the impact on the patient/family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not offered as a substitute for other forms of remediation such as compensation and proof of learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Executed skillfully and without coercion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Respect cultural differences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reflect upon whether the process is culturally sensitive; ask questions as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ask what a meaningful apology includes in the patient’s cultural or religious tradition, if appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoid insensitive word choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Contemplate wording ahead of the conversation, recognising that it is important to patients and can help or harm the reconciliation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Refer to ‘patient safety incidents’ instead of ‘errors’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Replace ‘resolution’ with ‘reconciliation’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Be open to patients’ differing interpretations of what constitutes ‘harm’ and ‘severity’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convening the right people to participate in reconciliation discussions</td>
<td>• Ask patients who they want involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include the clinician(s) involved in the harm event, unless the patient indicates this is undesirable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include support people such as lawyers and patient relations staff and notify patients of their right to consult a lawyer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to patients and family members who are particularly concerned with preventing recurrences</td>
<td>• In disclosure conversations, share any patient safety lessons learned and actions taken. If the incident is still under investigation, assure patients/families that a review is being done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If learning takes place over a longer time frame, be proactive about reconnecting patients/families to share the patient safety steps taken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving reconciliation guidelines</td>
<td>• Strict protocols undermine the objective of tailoring institutional responses to individual patients’/families’ needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use flexible guidelines that distil best-practice principles, ensuring that steps are not missed while not prescribing a ‘one size fits all’ communication approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Where necessary, amend guidelines to reflect the above best practice principles. Add (or, if it is already present, emphasise) the ‘being heard’ element of the disclosure process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Move the being heard element to the first step in the initial and formal disclosure discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Add a step that requires asking patients open questions such as ‘how can we help you?’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How can institutions execute reconciliation processes with emotional intelligence?

In addition to creating space for injured patients to be heard, institutions can promote reconciliation by being mindful of three elements: apology, culture and terminology.

Apology enjoys widespread endorsement as an essential element of successful reconciliation. But apologies can easily fail, causing harm, especially when institutions include apology as an item on their disclosure checklist but are inattentive to its authenticity. Our study echoes previous research...
findings that apologies do not always lead to ‘closure’ because some patients perceive ‘I’m sorry’ as a ‘Band Aid’, devoid of ‘accountability’ or ‘results’.3 Our findings lend empirical weight to philosophical arguments that coerced apologies may be harmful42 47 48 and to Lazare’s work highlighting the importance of the timing of apologies and who offers them.46 49 They are consistent with legal42 and empirical3 research suggesting that patients consider an apology more authentic if provided by the involved clinician(s).

Authentic apology—that is, genuine acceptance of responsibility, expression of regret and commitment to efforts to prevent recurrences—should be offered in the patient’s ‘language of apology’.50 One such language involves inviting the ‘party harmed to extend forgiveness and, thus, provide the opportunity for reconciliation’.42 Forgiveness is an especially important element for ethnic groups such as Maori and Pacific Islanders.

Previous research has asked how disclosures can be made ‘culturally sensitive and relevant’,2 yet the question remains largely unanswered. Our findings emphasise the importance of reflecting upon whether the patient may need a ‘cultural apology’.51 US consensus statements lack guidance about how to ensure that processes are culturally sensitive.

Terminology is also important in disclosure conversations. The importance of a conceptual framework and preferred terminology for patient safety has been recognised recently,26 52 and countries such as NZ, UK and Canada have changed their terminology,17 18 yet some US consensus statements do not provide recommendations about terminology that should be avoided or used.19 21 22 Research in the USA suggests that providers do ‘choose [their] words carefully’, but may do so in ways that obscure the fact of error or their responsibility for it, rather than in ways that respond to patients’ needs.53

Although the label ‘communication-and-resolution programs’ is now in common use in the USA,34 our study suggests that institutions should consider replacing ‘resolution’ with an alternative like ‘reconciliation’. ‘Resolution’ implies that the goal is to enable the institution to consider the case closed, not necessarily to heal relationships. Taft has written extensively about the limitations of ‘resolution without reconciliation’.42 48

Institutions should also reflect upon what constitutes ‘harm’, their severity classifications and how these are explained to patients. Patients’ and clinicians’ definitions of ‘harm’ and ‘severity’ often differ.35 Medical sociologists and ethicists have argued that defining harm is value-laden and called for a patient-centred framing of ‘harm’.56 57 Our findings lend weight to this call.

Who should be involved?
Institutions should ask injured patients who they would like involved in meetings about the patient safety incident; ordinarily, this will include the treating provider(s) and a support person. In contrast, some American consensus statements on disclosure neither indicate who should be involved21 nor recommend that patients be asked.21 22

Our conclusion is consistent with other evidence that patients want the clinicians involved in the event to understand what went wrong and be involved in disclosure discussions.3 4 Some institutions may find the prospect of routinely involving treating providers challenging: what if the clinician in question is ‘not a people person’, as one respondent put it, or not to blame for the incident?

Our respondents expressed a clear preference for speaking with the involved provider even under these circumstances. Institutions can coach clinicians through these difficult conversations—and warn patients when a provider may struggle through them—but should not deny patients this critical aspect of reconciliation. Further, clinicians should understand that the goal of talking with the patient is not always to accept blame. Most patient safety incidents are not caused by error, and most adverse events are largely attributable to ‘systems failures’, not errors by individual providers. In such circumstances, the goal of communication is to achieve a mutual understanding of what occurred and reconciliation.

With regard to support persons (eg, lawyers, family members), our findings echo conclusions from Australian11 and Canadian58 studies that patients often feel unsupported after patient safety incidents and therefore can benefit immensely from support persons. Because patients are often unaware of this option,3 11 institutions should routinely notify patients that they can involve a support person.

In the USA and UK, involving lawyers helps ensure that patients’ interests are protected but could make the tenor of discussions more adversarial or provoke anxiety in clinicians. Experienced attorneys who approach reconciliation as a collaborative process are most likely to provide patients the support they need while facilitating timely, appropriate reconciliation.59 Recent US research has found that patients value their lawyers’ roles in the process (Moore et al 2016, unpublished manuscript) and that attorney participation tended to help the process.1

Should institutions use protocols?
CRP architects have sought to introduce algorithms or ‘key elements’ for responding to patient safety incidents as a means of ensuring consistency of process.60 But risk managers sometimes argue that protocolising the process is misguided because each event is unique.23 Are they right? Consistent with other research,5 the experiences of our participants do highlight the importance of tailoring institutional responses to individual patients’ needs. That points
away from using strict protocols—but does not mean guidelines should be abandoned.

Guidelines for communication and reconciliation could be strengthened by making ‘being heard’ a prominent step in the process. Legal therapeutic jurisprudence literature recognises the ‘therapeutic value of telling one’s story and being heard and of a procedure that values the ongoing, continuous relationship between the parties’.61 62 Ensuring that patients are heard can involve asking open questions such as, ‘How can I help you?’63 and listening carefully to answers. Asking this question and others is important because patients do not have homogeneous needs, and not all spontaneously express their concerns. Providers should be alert for needs that transcend the expected categories of apology, compensation and learning.64 65 They should also anticipate that the process may require multiple conversations, though some consensus statements contemplate a single discussion.22

Some,19 21 but not all, US consensus statements on disclosure recommend that providers engage in ‘active listening’. In our study and others,3 66 injured patients frequently expressed the perception that their providers had not listened. Thus, attempts at ‘listening’ do not always give rise to feelings of ‘being heard’. Being heard requires asking open-ended questions and allowing patients’ priorities to lead the conversation.

Study strengths and limitations

Five strengths of this study were: (1) the participation of 56 patients and 6 family members; (2) the nuanced insights into the complexity of patients’ responses generated by the qualitative method; (3) the gender and ethnic diversity of the sample; (4) the inclusion of multiple stakeholders; (5) the candour with which participants shared their views. Three limitations of this study were: (1) the recruitment methods may not have produced a nationally representative sample of all patients with treatment injuries; (2) there may be different elements for successful reconciliation that would be identified by another sample of participants; and (3) respondents may have consciously or unconsciously failed to mention other factors that influenced the extent to which they felt reconciliation had been achieved.

CONCLUSION

Patients’ and families’ experiences of reconciliation are central to assessing the success of these processes. Our participants’ accounts underscore the importance of using flexible guidelines that do not prescribe a ‘one size fits all’ approach. As institutions with disclosure programmes make improvements, the insights from this study’s participants should provide guidance and inspiration. Through listening to patients’ stories about the impact of patient safety incidents on their lives, more patient-centred safer healthcare and reconciliation become possible.
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